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Jennifer Brule is on a mission, southern style, to teach people to cook. Her method: master

twenty-five classic southern dishes, and then--using similar ingredients or cooking techniques or

both--make two variations, one contemporary and one inspired by international tastes. Brule's

line-up of beloved southern dishes is irresistible in itself, but she aims to inspire enthusiasm and

confidence to expand deliciously from there. The beauty of her approach is that it reflects how

people really do learn to cook, resourcefully, creatively, and joyfully. Savor the Classic Chicken and

Dumplings and next find yourself cooking Vegetarian Mushroom Stew with Sweet Potato Dumplings

before whipping up Hungarian Chicken Paprikash with Dumplings. Featuring step-by-step

instructions designed to teach basic cooking techniques, Brule shows cooks how to whisk, chop,

slice, simmer, saute, fry, bake, and roast their way to seventy-five wonderfully tasty dishes. The

contemporary versions incorporate especially wholesome elements, such as unrefined grains and

healthier fats, while the international versions offer popular global tastes. Color photographs of each

dish illustrate the wide array of meats and fish, vegetables, side dishes, and desserts that can soon

be on your table.
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As a Southern transplant and novice cook, I've never been able to master some of the classic

dishes down here. If this cookbook were just awesome recipes of the classics I would love it, but it is

SO much more! The classic versions are on point and prepared in a way that's not too

overwhelming. The fact that each classic also has a contemporary and International version is



awesome! I loved putting modern spins on these recipes and often the International version was my

favorite.I also really appreciate cookbooks that give me a window into who the chef is. Food is such

a personal thing and I loved hearing all of the stories throughout the book that went along with each

recipe. Dare I say... It is up there with Chrissy Teigan's Cravings as favorite cookbook of the year!

Whenever I buy a cookbook I like to sit down and read through it like a novel. For me, a cookbook is

more than just a compilation of recipes, it's a window into a different culture or a glimpse into

someone's family traditions. As much as I love reading cookbooks, I have to admit I don't always try

the recipes. Well, that did not happen with this book. It's fantastic! It's fun to read, the photos are

beautiful and all of the recipes look amazing. It was hard for me to decide which recipe to try first!

Since it's summer and we have an abundance of zucchini, we started there. We made the Crunchy

Italian Zucchini Wedges and my family gobbled them up (even my very picky younger son loved

them)! Then, for the contemporary version we made the Goat Cheese and Thyme Squash

Casserole. Ohhhhh so good! Can't wait to try more!This book is sure to become a family favorite.

The directions are clear and easy to follow and there are helpful tips sprinkled throughout the book.

Whether you are a beginning or experienced cook, I'm sure you will love it!

I bought this book because I knew very little about southern cooking and I was interested in learning

more about it and learning how to prepare it. I was not disappointed! The instructions are easy to

follow and as a vegetarian I was pleasantly surprised that there are so many great vegetarian and

even vegan recipes, for example the 'Savory Vegetable Cobbler with Quinoa Crust', the 'Vegetarian

Mushroom Stew with Sweet Potato Dumplings' and SO many more. I love how Jennifer BrulÃ©

shows not 1 but 3 ways to prepare a dish and I especially like the contemporary version which is

often a vegetarian option and usually a slightly healthier recipe. My husband loved everything I

made so far and I can't wait to try out more recipes in the future!

I have really enjoyed perusing this interesting and highly informative cookbook! The various ways to

prepare a classic recipe is a fabulous way to broaden one's 'cooking horizons'. Yesterday we

thoroughly enjoyed the Crispy Sweet Potato Oven Fries and tomorrow night the Provencal Tomato

Tart is up! We can hardly wait and look forward to trying so many more of these recipes in the

future.

I received this cookbook as a gift, and I couldn't be more pleased. I'm sure it will soon be my very



favorite go-to cookbook. The recipes that I have prepared have been quite tasty! I love the fact that I

can choose between three different ways to prepare the same food.
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